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Revealing never-before-told stories with the incisive thought and emotion of one who was there. 

"The author does not pull any punches...his story, is one of great bravery, of going to hell and

making it back."&#151;Indianapolis Star  His battered face appeared on the cover of Time,

Newsweek, and U.S. News & World Report to the shock and horror of all Americans. Black Hawk

pilot Mike Durant was shot down and taken prisoner during America's biggest firefight since the

Vietnam War. Published in the tenth anniversary year of the Somali conflict, this gripping personal

account at last tells the world about Durant's harrowing captivity and the heroic deeds of his

doomed comrades. And, as readers will discover, Durant proves himself to be nothing less than a

hero.  --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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IN THE COMPANY OF HEROES, by Mike Durant is an exceptional read ... heartbreaking and

heroic and stunning in its honesty and humility. For those who don't remember (how could you

not?), Durant was the Blackhawk pilot shot down over Mogadishu in 93 and held by Adid for 10

days. Although he contributed to Mark Bowden's BLACK HAWK DOWN (an exceptional piece of

journalism, to be sure), this is the first time Durant has gone public with more than a perfunctory

detailing of the events of his capture and his time as a POW in Mogadishu. It is an exceptional story

of courage and the Human capacity to survive, as well as an extraordinary testament to the worth of

intelligence, integrity, training and psychological/emotional strength under the most intense of

circumstances.Mike Durant, as he has proven time and time again, is a 100% class act with



absolutely no delusions of grandeur. Though never shy about acknowledging his own skills and

talents, Durant doesn't indulge in a single self-serving statement throughout the narrative, which

includes extensive material on other special ops missions, as well as the Somalia fiasco. Neither

does he lavish praise unduly on folks who were doing what they are trained and paid to do. What he

does do is call it exactly as it happened to him, avoiding undue political rhetoric and unfailingly

giving credit to those who kept him alive and brought him home.Through his eyes, we see the men

Donavan Briley and Cliff Wolcott and others lost in Somalia were -- not only as soldiers, but also as

friends. By showing us the loss these men are to Durant personally, we begin to feel the loss such

men always are to the country they serve at cost of life and limb.

There are certain phrases that the families of soldiers never want to hear: "wounded in action",

"missing in action", "killed in action", and "prisoner of war." But every time the United States enters a

conflict, it is almost inevitable that some wife or husband, some mother or father, or some child will

hear those words. They are words that many of us will never really understand. Even with the

advent of imbedded reporters and glamorized battle coverage on television, there are some aspects

of war that the average American simply cannot comprehend. But in 1993, the family of CW4

Michael J. Durant would learn about the true horrors of war.For those who have read Mark

Bowden's BLACK HAWK DOWN or seen the movie, Chief Warrant Officer Michael J. Durant is a

familiar character. He was one of the Black Hawk pilots shot down in the United Nations'

peacekeeping effort in Somalia. Fortunately for Durant, he was not killed in the crash or the frenetic

firefight that ensued. Rather, he was dragged through the streets with a fractured leg and broken

back, loaded into a pickup truck, and held hostage by a Somalian militia. During his ten days of

captivity, Durant was held in filthy "prisons", shot by angry militiamen, and given only aspirin for the

pain caused by his wounds. But during his entire ordeal, Durant and his positive attitude survived. In

fact, even his captors were eventually mesmerized by him in a somewhat reversed kind of

"Stockholm Syndrome." They gave him a radio through which he kept up with the peacekeeping

efforts and received dedications from other soldiers in his unit. They fed him more food than he

could eat, bathed him, and allowed him to read his Bible.
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